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Abstract: This research paper aims to investigate the optimal design of grading rings for high-voltage
polymeric insulators in an actual power transmission system, with a focus on improving the electrical
representation of the insulator strings. One such subsidiary accessory commonly used with porcelain
and polymer insulator strings is the grading ring, which is employed to improve the electric field
and voltage distribution surrounding the insulator string. The efficiency of insulator strings can be
enhanced by grading rings, as they facilitate a more linear potential division along the strings. The
design parameters of grading rings significantly influence their performance on insulator strings. In
this study, we examine the optimal design of the grading rings of high-voltage polymer insulators,
since no uniform design methodology has been developed for high-voltage polymer insulators, and
their optimization is currently the subject of many research studies. The electric field on an outdoor
polymeric insulator is examined using finite element method (FEM) software and COMSOL Multi-
Physics program. A 2D model is utilized to simulate a 220 kV polymeric insulator. The effectiveness
of high-voltage polymeric insulators greatly depends on the dimensions and locations of the grading
rings. Therefore, the impacts of the radius of the grading ring and that of its tube and the tube’s
vertical position are thoroughly investigated, under dry and humid conditions. To achieve this
objective, a search algorithm is employed to adjust the dimensions and locations of the grading ring.
The optimization approach in this study is based on determining the maximum electric field across
the insulator surface, while ensuring that it remains below the corona initiation level.

Keywords: grading ring; electric potential; electric field; finite element method (FEM); polymeric insulator

1. Introduction

A high quality of high-voltage (HV) insulators aids in the improvement of overhead
transmission lines’ (OHTL) performance. These insulators isolate high-voltage electric lines
away from the towers while also supporting the conductors by keeping them connected
to the towers. Throughout its service life, high-voltage outdoor insulators are subjected
to a variety of challenges. One of these hardships is a corona discharge, which occurs
as a result of high E-field stress at both ends of the insulator, in all types of insulators.
When the electric field (E-field) surpasses the ionization threshold of the air, it triggers the
phenomenon known as a corona discharge. A corona discharge manifests itself as energy
dissipation, radio interference, and a degradation of polymeric materials in the case of
composite insulators. Prolonged occurrences of corona discharge can cause erosion and
subsequent damage to the insulating material, ultimately resulting in failure. The geometry
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and capacitance of the insulator have the biggest impact on the electric field distribution
over the insulator surface in dry situations [1,2]. Since 2006, maintenance crews of HVTLs
have noticed an increase in the number of polymer insulator failures. Investigations have
revealed that the failures were caused by large electric fields near or even on the end fittings
of these high-voltage insulators. These findings prompted HVTL maintenance engineers
to place grading rings on transmission lines’ polymer insulators with system voltages
less than 161 kV [3]. The E-field strength near the insulators increases as the transmitted
power levels increase, resulting in the discharge of a corona and corona-related problems.
This discharge causes significant power losses, which frequently result in damage of the
insulation. In HVTLs, the nonuniform E-fields are unavoidable; this phenomenon has
drawn a lot of interest [4,5]. The calculations of the E-field and potential distribution along
nonceramic insulators considering the influences of conductors, transmission towers, and
grading ring impacts have been performed by a lot of investigators [6–18]. Since there is
no constant design norm for grading rings, some authors have tried to design acceptable
grading-ring configuration parameters for a specified device voltage. Paper [10] used a
grading ring at the HV end accessories to improve the E-field vs. potential distributions
and then to minimize the corona discharges of a 230 kV composite insulator of HV OHTLs.
The modeling and optimization of the grading ring dimensions’ impact on high-voltage
composite insulators using FEM were investigated also in [13].

The FEM simulation approach is appropriate for short-domain issues with constrained
or closed boundary conditions. A large number of mesh components are also constructed
to stop the enlarged region, which can safely impact the processing time. Furthermore,
the increase of geometrical sizes in the physical model leads to an increasing calculation
time and a lower accuracy [19]. For this reason, submodeling techniques were proposed
in [6] to improve precision. In that case, the physical modeling problem was solved with
exceedingly small meshes, which could be used to improve the efficiency of the field
computations [20]. The finite element solution is especially useful for fields with multiple
dielectrics; it is also one of the most effective numerical methods for addressing electrostatic
domain issues since it covers the domain discretization based on the estimated number of
field distributions [13]. It is a simpler method that is also well suited to situations with a
complex geometry. The finite element method leads to slightly easier ways of assessing
fields at very curvy and thinning electrode surfaces inside various dielectric materials. The
modeling of a grading ring is performed in this work to explore its influence on the E-field
and voltage distribution around the string. The purpose of this research is to compute the
2D E-field and voltage distribution over strings and grading ring surfaces. Moreover, this
paper aims to investigate practical grading ring designs based mostly on field simulations.
Thus, a single grading ring was installed at the energized end of the HV line. The grading
ring configuration of the 220 kV nonceramic OHTL insulators was simulated by using
COMSOL Multi-physics software. To obtain optimal design parameters to construct the
grading ring, various parameters including the ring radius (R), the radius of the grading
ring tube (r), and the vertical location of the grading ring along the insulator (H) were
explored through exhaustive search when constructing the grading ring. Finally, results
were compared to results obtained with similar models and other optimization strategies
from the state of the art.

2. Methodology

Numerical methods have proven to be valuable tools in addressing various challenges
encountered in high-voltage (HV) insulation problems. Among these methods, the finite
element method (FEM) has gained widespread adoption within the engineering community.
This paper aims to explore the application of FEM in tackling HV insulation problems,
wherein the problem domain is discretized into numerous non-overlapping elements,
commonly triangular in shape for two-dimensional models.
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2.1. Description of the 220 kV Insulator Model under Investigation

For the purpose of this investigation, a long-rod silicone rubber insulator was selected
as the focus of study. This insulator comprised sixty-five sheds with a large diameter,
complemented by a corresponding number of sheds with smaller dimensions. Silicone
rubber suspension insulator units were specifically chosen for the simulation studies
conducted in this research. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the silicone insulator,
offering a clear perspective on its design and features.

Figure 1. Dimensions details for a long-rod silicone rubber insulator.

Since there is no standardized and elaborated design methodology for grading ring
design, in this study, the investigations for finding the most suitable dimensions and config-
uration were conducted with an exhaustive search, for the 220 kV high-voltage polymeric
insulators given in [21,22]. The considered grading ring of the polymeric insulator is as
shown in Figure 1, and its dimensions and technical data regarding the insulator are listed
in Table 1.

Table 1. Dimensions of the long-rod silicone rubber insulator used in the study.

Item Dimension or Technical Data

Length of insulator 3840 mm

Big-shed diameter 118 mm

Small-shed diameter 88 mm

Leakage distance 11,630 mm

Metal fitting length top + bottom 740 mm

Mechanical strength 160 kN

A Triple-junction point

B Triple-junction point

C 59 mm

D 44 mm

E 9 mm

F 14 mm

R Variable for optimize

H Variable for optimize

r Variable for optimize

I 3125 mm
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2.2. Boundary Conditions

The HV conductor was energized with an alternating current voltage of 220 kV at
50 Hz, which was the line–line RMS voltage, and 128 kV for each phase, which was applied
on the insulator. The transmission tower, tower arms, upper big plate, suspension clamp of
the other insulator units, metal connections between the final insulator units, and tower
arms were all designated to be at ground potential; therefore, the upper electrode was
connected to ground at 0 V. The air space around the insulator was also sufficiently modeled
to limit its influence on the voltage distribution near the conductors and across the insulator
profile [23]. The outside margins of the air domain were ensured with a boundary at a
zero external current for electromagnetic sources, thus depicting the system in an isolated
free space, and the electric boundary conditions were the voltage, ground, and floating
voltages. For the FEM method, non-overlapping elements with extremely fine meshes were
applied. The accuracy of simulation outcomes is inversely proportional to the number
of mesh elements employed, wherein a decrease in the number of mesh elements results
in a reduced accuracy. Conversely, increasing the number of mesh elements enhances
the accuracy of the simulation; however, this comes at the expense of increased memory
consumption and a longer computational time. The mesh format used for our model is
shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Governing Equations

The calculation of the electric potential distribution is a simple way of quantifying
the electric field distribution. The gradient of the electric potential distribution is then
used to measure the electric field distribution. The E-field calculation can be carried out as
follows [23–27]

E = −∇V (1)

From Maxwell’s equation:
ε = ε0εr (2)

By substituting Equation (1) into Equation (2), the Poisson’s Equation can be derived:

∇ε∇V = −ρ, (3)

in which ρ denotes the charge density, ε stands for the permittivity of the dielectric material,
ε0 is the permittivity of the air (8.85× 10−12 F/m), and εr represents the relative permittivity
of the dielectric material.
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In free space, charge ρ = 0, thus Poisson’s equation becomes Laplace’s equation:

∇ε∇V = 0 (4)

The calculation of the electric potential at each node within the composite network,
comprising multiple triangular elements was performed through the minimization of the
function W (v), where v represents the variables associated with the electric potential, given
in Equation (5) below:

∂Wj

∂vi
=

ε0εr

2

∫
i

∂

∂vi
(

∂2v
∂r2 +

1∂2v
r∂r

+
∂2v
∂r2 )drdz (5)

3. Simulation Investigations

This study employed an exhaustive search approach to investigate the optimal electric
field strength, considering various parameters such as the diameters of the grading ring,
tube radii, and distances from the high voltage conductor. The value ranges applied for
these calculations are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Data used in the calculations.

Item Variables Used in
the Calculations

Radius of the grading ring, R (mm) 80 100 120 140 160

Tube radius, r (mm) 20 25 30 35 40

Distance from the high-voltage conductor, H (mm) 50 70 90 110 130

The methodology involved keeping one variable constant while systematically chang-
ing the other two variables. For example, the radius (R) remained constant while the values
of r and H varied across the columns and rows, as illustrated in the accompanying chart
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Illustration of the methodology of arranging variables for the exhaustive search analysis approach.

To ensure consistency, the variables R and H were arranged in the same sequence for
each case, with some variables repeated or similar, to validate the findings from previous
cases. A comprehensive analysis comprising approximately 250 cases was conducted,
enabling the determination of optimal diameters and variables for the grading ring, which
hold a significant importance for various industrial sectors.
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Characteristics of Insulation Model in COMSOL Multi-Physics Software

The calculation of the electric field distribution along an insulator can be effectively per-
formed using various numerical analytic techniques, including the finite element method
(FEM) and boundary element method (BEM) [27]. Due to its ability to handle complex
geometries and regions, the FEM is highly recommended for such analyses. In this method,
the region of interest is subdivided into multiple subdomains, which act as individual
components. The finite element method (FEM) is considered a realistic modeling approach
in engineering design as it allows for accurate predictions without the need for exten-
sive laboratory measurements, thanks to its ability to handle complex geometries and
regions, providing a comprehensive understanding of the system’s behavior through a
numerical analysis. The FEM has become a widely used numerical method in various
engineering disciplines, including structural analysis, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and
electromagnetics, among others. An expression is employed to represent the field within
each component, and a linear system of equations is solved to determine the field values
within the respective regions [28].

In this study, COMSOL Multi-physics software version 5.5 and a finite element method
(FEM) analysis were used for modelling and for field simulations. In this article, a com-
prehensive insulator model was constructed, encompassing the actual dimensions of the
physical system, including its accessories and end fittings. To ensure an accurate represen-
tation, the model was developed using 2D AutoCAD software, enabling precise drawings
that surpassed the limitations of abbreviation-based representations in COMSOL software.
The imported model incorporated the actual dimensions, accessories, and end fittings, fa-
cilitating an improved accuracy and reflecting the true quality of the system. Furthermore,
the model incorporated the axial symmetry feature, allowing for an efficient analysis, while
employing an extremely refined mesh to achieve precise and realistic results. There were
essentially three levels of interest: preprocessing, resolving, and ultimately, postprocessing.
The input included in the preprocessing step were the qualities of electrical materials as
well as geometrical, boundary, and meshing criteria.

Furthermore, in order to encompass a comprehensive range of cases and ensure a
coverage of all possible optimal scenarios, an exhaustive search through permutations and
combinations of variables was employed. This approach took into account the number of
variables, their respective positions, and how they satisfied the requirements of different
optimization cases, as observed in previous research studies and industrial applications.
Unlike other methods that only identify one or two optimum values under specific condi-
tions, this approach provides multiple options for factories to determine the most suitable
cost and electric field (E-field) from a wide range of values. It is worth noting that all the
obtained values fell within the recommended range for the E-field indicated by the EPRI
(4.2 kV/cm) and taken into account in similar research studies (see, e.g., [28–32]) and by
the IEEE (4.5 kV/cm) [30,33]. This comprehensive analysis will enable factories to make
informed decisions based on their specific requirements and constraints, considering both
cost optimization and adherence to recommended E-field ranges.

The subsequent stage, referred to as the solving stage, involved assigning boundary
conditions to each geometric element and implementing the mathematical model, typically
represented by differential equations that describe the underlying physical phenomenon.
Through simulation, a plot of the results was generated with respect to the varying variables
or parameters. Given the axial symmetry of the insulator, the analysis focused on half of
the insulator model, as depicted in Figure 4, as it adequately represented the behavior of
the entire structure.
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional axial-symmetric modeling of the polymeric insulator type, 220 kV.

4. Results

Designing a good grading ring will help to extend the lifespan of polymeric insulators
as it reduces the E-field and thus the potential deterioration of the polymeric insulator
resulting in corona discharges. Simulation tests on a grading-ring configuration for a 220 kV
long-rod polymeric insulator under an electrical field distribution and clean insulator
conditions were conducted to achieve the objective of this study.

In the following, the details of simulations of the polymeric insulator and the grading
ring configurations are presented. In addition to the modelling geometry, the field diffusion
in clean and dry insulator conditions was studied. Subsequent to the meticulous design
of a simulation model, encompassing the actual dimensions of the insulator along with
its accessories and end fittings, utilizing the precise drawing capabilities of 2D AutoCAD
software, the simulation was performed using COMSOL 5.5. Leveraging the advanced
features of COMSOL, particularly within the context of the finite element method (FEM),
facilitated the accurate representation of the current operational conditions, rendering it the
most suitable approach for addressing our problems. The effects of the grading rings on
the field distribution along the polymeric insulator strings and the surface of the grading
ring were explored for various ring designs.

The effective control of the electric field distribution in critical regions of the insulator
as addressed through the introduction of appropriate grading ring configurations, as
depicted in Figures 1 and 2. To investigate and analyze the electric field distribution,
simulation experiments were conducted using the COMSOL finite element method (FEM)
program. The choice of this software was motivated by its compatibility with intricate
and closed boundaries, enabling an accurate representation and analysis of the system
under investigation.

4.1. Electric Field Distribution around Sheds with and without a Grading Ring

Figure 5 illustrates the electric field distribution along the surface of the insulator,
under dry and humid conditions with a grading ring fixed at the energized end. The
observed maximum electric field value on the insulator, in the absence of a grading ring,
was determined to be 14.61 kV/cm, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Electric field distribution along the surface of the insulator, under dry and humid conditions
without an existing grading ring.

The presence of a grading ring near the conductor significantly reduced the maximum
electric field value compared to its absence, as depicted in Figure 6. Specifically, the elec-
tric field value was determined to be 1.63 kV/cm when the grading ring was employed,
representing only 11.15% of the value observed without the grading ring. This empha-
sized the crucial role of grading rings in high-voltage transmission lines. Moreover, the
assessment of the best grading ring settings was based on the maximum field gradients
at the upper regions of the insulator, where the location of the grading ring had the most
significant impact.

Figure 6. Electric field distribution along the insulator, under dry and clean conditions with an
existing grading ring at the energized end.

The simulation results revealed the presence of critical regions near the high-voltage
end of the silicone rubber insulator, exhibiting higher field intensities compared to other
regions. Consequently, the optimization technique focused on these significant areas to
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mitigate the overall field strengths associated with them. Figure 7 illustrates the identi-
fied critical regions, marked by 500 mm and 3500 mm cutlines in the 2D representation,
originating from above the energized end metal. The utilization of 2D simulations served
as the starting point for the investigations, considering that coronas’ starter voltages are
influenced by the field distribution across the insulator. The simulations assumed dry and
clean surfaces for the insulator during this analysis.

Figure 7. Two-dimensional cutline from the silicone rubber up to 3500 mm.

Figure 8 shows the difference between the E-field on the insulator surface with a ring
and without a ring. Figure 9 shows the equipotential lines over the insulator surface which
is another technique to illustrate the E-field around the insulator where its highest value
causes more lines and more concentration of the E-field near the HV conductor. In this
figure (beginning with the HV region) is a zoomed part near the HV conductor.

Figure 8. Comparison of the electric field along the insulator with and without a ring.
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Figure 9. Equipotential lines over the insulator surface.

4.2. Effect of Grading Ring Height (H) on the Electric Field of the Insulator under Study

The values of the maximum E-field were inserted using MATLAB Simulink for the
optimization. The grading ring radius R, tube radius r, and vertical height of the grading
ring from the triple junction H were the characteristics employed in this study. The
placements of R, r, and H on the insulator are depicted in Figure 1. Figure 10 depicts the
effect of the grading ring vertical height changes on the electric field with a constant grading
ring radius of R = 80 and a varying grading ring tube radius. The electric field strength
rose as the distance between the grading ring and the high-voltage conductor increased,
and as the tube radius increased, the electric field value decreased, but the grading ring
radius remained constant at 80 mm in all situations, as can be observed in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Effect of H on the maximum electric field of the insulator surface with a constant grading
ring radius at R = 80 mm.
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As it can be seen in Figures 10 and 11 and Table A1, the maximum value reached
4.23 kV/cm at R = 80 mm, r = 20 mm, and H = 130 mm, which was the worst case for
the curve representing the values of R, r, and H, respectively. The minimum amount of
the electric field was 2.60 kV/cm, as it is shown in Figure 12. The comprehensive results
obtained from the study were compiled and are presented in tables in Appendix A. It is
important to note that this case study primarily emphasized the modeling and design
aspects, with the collected data intended to support future simulation investigations. These
results can be utilized as a foundation for conducting laboratory experiments, which would
serve as a means of validation and further enhance the credibility of the simulation findings.
The optimal configuration, yielding favorable results, was achieved when the dimensions
of the insulator, denoted as R, r, and H, were set to 80 mm, 40 mm, and 130 mm, respectively.
This optimal case is illustrated in Figure 12 and detailed in Table A1. Furthermore, it is
observed that the electric field magnitude increased with an increase in H. The highest
electric field value was obtained when H was set to 130 mm and r was set to 40 mm, while R
remained at 80 mm, resulting in the optimal electric field distribution for the given system.

Figure 11. Maximum electric field with r = 20 mm, H = 130 mm, and R = 80 mm.

Figure 12. Minimum electric field with r = 40 mm, H = 130 mm, and R = 80 mm.

A similar investigation was conducted while maintaining a constant grading ring
radius of R = 100 mm but varying both the tube radius and the vertical height. The
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corresponding results are presented in Figure 13 and Table A2 in Appendix A. It is evident
from the figure and table that in all examined scenarios, the utilization of grading rings
consistently led to a noticeable reduction in the maximum field strengths as the tube radius
and vertical height of the grading ring increased. The highest recorded electric field value
was 3.89 kV/cm, as shown in Figure 13 and Table A2, obtained with parameters R = 100 mm,
r = 20 mm, and H = 130 mm, representing the worst-case scenario for the calculations in
this study. Conversely, the lowest observed electric field value was 2.19 kV/cm, achieved
with parameters R = 100 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 110 mm. This is considered as the
preferred E-field value identified in this case study. The optimal E-field value was attained
at H = 90 mm and r = 29.5 mm. Furthermore, when the grading ring radius was adjusted
to 120 mm (as depicted in Figure 14 and documented in Table A3), the maximum observed
electric field value reached 3.67 kV/cm. This occurred with R = 120 mm, r = 20 mm, and
H = 130 mm, which represented the worst-case scenario for the calculations in this study
(see Figure 14 and Table A3 in Appendix A).

Figure 13. Effect of H and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring radius at R = 100 mm
on the E-field of the insulator surface.

Figure 14. Effect of H and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring radius at R = 120 mm
on the E-field of the insulator surface.
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Figure 15 depicts an additional scenario with a grading ring radius of 140 mm. The
corresponding results can be found in Figure 15 and Table A4 in Appendix A. It is evident
from the figure and table that the maximum electric field value observed was 3.54 kV/cm.
This value was obtained with R = 140 mm, r = 20 mm, and H = 130 mm. Conversely, the
minimum electric field value was 1.63 kV/cm, as shown in Figure 15 and documented
in Table A4. This value was achieved with parameters R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and
H = 90 mm.

Figure 15. Effect of H and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring radius at R = 140 mm
on the E-field of the insulator surface.

The simulation results obtained when the grading ring radius was further increased to
160 mm are presented in Figure 16 and Table A5. Notably, the maximum electric field value
recorded in that case was 3.45 kV/cm, as illustrated in the figure and table. This value
corresponded to the parameters R = 160 mm, r = 20 mm, and H = 130 mm, representing the
worst-case scenario. Conversely, the minimum electric field value attained was 1.64 kV/cm,
as demonstrated in the same figure and documented in Table A5. This value was obtained
with parameters R = 160 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 70 mm.

Figure 16. Effect of H and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring radius at R = 160 on
the E-field of the insulator surface.
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4.3. Effect of the Grading Ring Radius (R) on the Maximum Electric Field of the Insulator
under Study

Figure 17 and Table A6 in Appendix A provide insights into the behavior of the electric
field. The maximum observed value of the electric field was 3.22 kV/cm, as depicted
in the figure and documented in Table A6. This maximum value was reached when the
grading ring radius (R) was set to 160 mm, with corresponding values of r = 20 mm and
H = 50 mm. This particular configuration represented the worst-case scenario for the given
grading ring radius.

Figure 17. Effect of grading ring and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring height at
H = 50 mm on the E-field of the insulator surface.

Conversely, the minimum electric field value recorded was 1.68 kV/cm, as indi-
cated in Figure 17 and documented in Table A6. This minimum value was obtained with
R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 50 mm. The data collected in Table A6 provide detailed in-
formation on the variation of the electric field as R changed within the range of 80–160 mm,
while H 15 remained fixed at 50 mm.

Figure 18, along with the corresponding data in Table A7, demonstrates the variation
of the electric field on the surface of the insulator when the vertical height (H) was adjusted
to 70 mm. The maximum recorded value of the electric field reached 3.13 kV/cm, as
indicated in Figure 18 and summarized in Table A7. This maximum value corresponded
to the configuration where the grading ring radius (R), the radius of the tube (r), and the
vertical height (H) were set to 160 mm, 20 mm, and 70 mm, respectively. This particular
combination was considered the worst-case scenario. Conversely, the minimum electric
field value observed was 1.64 kV/cm, occurring when R = 160 mm, r = 40 mm, and
H = 70 mm. These findings are presented in Figure 18 and documented in Table A7.

Figure 19, in conjunction with Table A8 in Appendix A, presents the investigation of the
electric field behavior when the vertical height (H) was set to 90 mm. The maximum recorded
electric field value was 3.15 kV/cm, occurring in the configuration with 160–20–90 mm. This par-
ticular combination was considered the worst-case scenario within this study. Conversely,
the minimum electric field value observed was 1.63 kV/cm, which happened when the
parameters were set to 140–40–90 mm, as demonstrated in Figure 19 and documented in
Table A8. Moreover, Figure 20 and Table A9 highlight the variation of the maximum electric
field value when H was adjusted to 110 mm, while the grading ring radius (R) ranged from
80 mm to 160 mm. The maximum electric field value recorded was 3.64 kV/cm, occurring
in the configuration with 80–20–110 mm. This particular combination was considered the
worst-case scenario within this investigation. On the other hand, the minimum electric field
value obtained was 1.79 kV/cm, which occurred with the parameters set to 140–40–110 mm,
as illustrated in Figure 20 and presented in Table A9.
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Figure 18. Effect of grading ring and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring height at
H = 70 mm on the E-field of the insulator surface.

Figure 19. Effect of grading ring and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring height of
H = 90 mm on the maximum E-field of the insulator surface.

Figure 20. Effect of grading ring and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring height of
H = 110 mm on the E-field of the insulator surface.
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When the vertical height (H) was adjusted to 130 mm, the maximum electric field value
was observed to be 4.23 kV/cm, as depicted in Figure 21 and documented in Table A10.
This value was obtained with the parameter configuration of 80–20–130 mm, representing
the worst-case scenario in this particular case study. Conversely, the minimum electric field
value recorded was 2.04 kV/cm, occurring with the parameters set to 160–40–130 mm, as
illustrated in Figure 21 and presented in Table A10.

Figure 21. Effect of grading ring and grading ring variations with a constant grading ring height of
H = 130 mm on the E-field of the insulator surface.

5. Discussion of the Obtained Results

From the obtained results of the E-field calculations on the surface of the insulator
with and without the use of a grading ring, it was observed that the absence of a grading
ring increased the electric field to 14.61 kV/cm. With the use of a grading ring, that value
reached 1.63 kV/cm. It was about 11.15% of its value without using the grading ring, i.e.,
the drop in the electric field from 14.61 kV/cm to 1.63 kV/cm when using the grading ring
represented a reduction of approximately 88.9% in our best-case scenario.

Figures 10–16 depict the impact of varying the height (H) of the grading ring on the
electric field of the studied insulator. It is evident from these figures that increasing the
height of the grading ring led to an increase in the electric field. The optimum configura-
tion was achieved for R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 90 mm, resulting in a maximum
electric field value of 1.63 kV/cm. These dimensions serve as a useful reference for inves-
tigating the influence of grading rings on the distribution of electric field over polluted
insulator surfaces.

Figures 17–21 illustrate the effect of the grading ring radius (R) on the maximum
electric field of the insulator under study. The figures clearly demonstrated that as the
grading ring radius (R) increased, the electric field decreased. The optimal scenario occurred
at R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 90 mm. These findings aligned with the calculations
conducted to examine the impact of the grading ring height on the distribution of the electric
field. Additionally, it was observed that when R = 160 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 70 mm, the
maximum electric field value on the insulator surface was 1.64 kV/cm, which was very
close to the electric field value of the first case (R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 90 mm).
Thus, a difference of 20 mm in the grading ring height did not result in a significant change
in the electric field. The maximum electric field values of 1.63 kV/cm and 1.64 kV/cm
were obtained for R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 90 mm, and R = 160 mm, r = 40 mm,
and H = 70 mm, respectively. In the following, we present some comparison between our
obtained results and recent findings from the literature to further evaluate our results in
the context of existing research.

In a recent study [29], a similar approach combining a finite element method (FEM)
and a design of experiments (DOE) approach was employed to optimize the geometry
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of the corona ring used in composite insulators. The main objective of that optimization
was to minimize the maximum electric field (E-field) value. The results demonstrated a
significant reduction of 71.5% in the maximum E-field value compared to the case without
a corona ring. This finding highlighted the effectiveness of the FEM-DOE methodology
in achieving the desired objective of minimizing the E-field for composite insulators. The
agreement of our simulation results with those of that study [29] further supports the
validity and detailed nature of our model. However, it is important to note that the lack of
an appropriate measurement device hinders a direct experimental validation. Nevertheless,
our simulation approach provides a cost-effective means of optimizing the corona ring
geometry. Further experiments should be conducted in the future to enhance the validation
process and refine the simulation model.

Our research findings are also consistent with the results obtained by Jin Hong and
Chen Hong in their study [29], where they utilized the finite element method (FEM) analysis
with the bat optimization method implemented in COMSOL Multi-physics software to
investigate the impact of installing a corona ring on the 220 kV composite insulator given
in [21]. They observed a significant improvement in the electric field, with a reduction of
approximately 58.6% compared to the threshold value. This demonstrated the effectiveness
of the bat algorithm as a novel approach for designing corona rings on composite insulators
in power transmission lines, providing more accurate solutions for corona discharge issues.
The authors determined the maximum E-field values to be 6.93 kV/cm and 2.68 kV/cm for
situations without a corona ring and with the suggested corona ring at the same applied
voltage of 180 kV, respectively. With their optimized corona ring design, the maximum
E-field was reduced to 1.74 kV/cm.

Regarding our own study, we investigated the optimization of corona rings using a
simpler exhaustive search approach instead of bat metaheuristic search, which requires
field experts to set up and may be stuck in local optima due to its early fast convergence
properties. Thus, a simpler approach proves to be highly competitive as modern powerful
computers can easily perform the required calculations. The other advantage of our
approach is that its geometry design does not require real-time processing, making it a
cost-effective solution.

Furthermore, for a more comprehensive comparison of our results, we considered the
study conducted by Aramugam et al. [33], where they utilized COMSOL Multi-physics
software version 4.3 along with a grey wolf optimization (GWO) and an imperialist compet-
itive algorithm (ICA) implemented in MATLAB software for a 132 kV composite insulator.
In their investigation, the electric field was individually calculated for varying values of
R, r, and H, while maintaining the other parameters constant. Notably, they discovered
the optimal dimensions for the corona ring to be R = 82.181 mm, r = 24.897 mm, and
H = 20.978 mm, resulting in the lowest simulated electric field of 3.724 kV/cm [33].

Additionally, in another relevant work by Terrab et al. [34], the maximum E-field value
was achieved through an RSM optimization. They identified the ideal specifications for the
corona ring as a radius of 150 mm, a projection from the end fitting of 227 mm, and a ring
tube thickness of 90 mm. However, it is important to note that their findings were limited
to dry conditions. Notably, their optimized corona ring design yielded a significantly
lower maximum E-field of 2.25 kV/cm, which was well below the recommended E-field
threshold of 46.4%. This implied that properly constructed corona rings could enhance
the insulator’s ability to withstand higher voltages or potentially reduce the size of such
insulators. Furthermore, these values remained below the recommended maximum E-field
thresholds of 4.2 kV/cm by the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) and 4.5 kV/cm by
the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) [34].

The dimensions obtained for the grading ring design, as reported in [29,33–36], can be
considered as optimized values. It is important to note that these values represent custom
cases and should be regarded as recommendations in view of the lack of a general method
or universal standard.
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The consistency between our findings and those presented in [28,29] and by Ara-
mugam [33,34] further validates the reliability of our simulation. These studies collectively
support the effectiveness of grading rings in improving the performance of polymeric
insulators. However, it is worth emphasizing that our case study results suggest a range of
optimal parameter settings collected in Appendix A, accommodating the specifications and
requirements of different industrial applications. This flexibility allows industrial users to
customize their setups in a cost-effective manner while complying with the recommenda-
tions set forth by the IEEE and the EPRI.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, our study provided a comprehensive analysis of the optimal design of
grading rings for high-voltage, 220 kV polymeric insulators by using an exhaustive search
approach. Through the utilization of the finite element method (FEM) and the COMSOL
Multi-Physics program for constructing a realistic model, we investigated the influence of
the grading ring design parameters on the distribution of the electric field.

Our findings revealed that the absence of a grading ring significantly increased the
electric field, reaching a value of 14.61 kV/cm. However, with the implementation of a
grading ring, the electric field was reduced to 1.63 kV/cm, representing only 11.15% of
the value observed without the grading ring. This remarkable reduction underscores the
importance of installing grading rings on high-voltage lines, as they can effectively mitigate
the electric field levels.

Furthermore, our study highlighted the optimized dimensions for grading ring design,
specifically R = 140 mm, r = 40 mm, and H = 90 mm, which resulted in a minimum electric
field value of 1.63 kV/cm. Comparing these results with those of the existing literature, our
minimum electric field values were outstanding, demonstrating the efficacy of our approach.

However, it is important to note that our study also yielded a maximum electric field
value that was relatively higher compared to the results published in the literature. This
discrepancy indicates the need for a further investigation and optimization to ensure that
the maximum electric field remains within acceptable limits.

We would like to emphasize that our exhaustive search approach, although simpler
than metaheuristic search algorithms, offers a competitive alternative. It does not require
advanced mathematical skills and avoids convergence problems often encountered with
other optimization techniques. This makes our approach suitable for offline geometric
design, where it is essential to find a compromise in favor of accuracy, while higher
computational demands are easily satisfied by modern computers.

In addition, the comprehensive results presented in our appendix serve as a valuable
“lookup table” for practitioners in the field. These results enable practitioners to easily identify
the optimal grading ring design parameters based on their specific needs and requirements.
This user-friendly resource assists in streamlining the decision-making process and facilitates
the implementation of cost-effective and efficient solutions.

Importantly, all the results obtained in our study comply with the recommendations set
forth by the IEEE and the EPRI, making them acceptable and reliable for practical applications
in the industry.

In conclusion, our research provides valuable insights into the optimization of grading
rings for high-voltage polymeric insulators. While our study demonstrates outstanding
minimum electric field values, further investigation is required to optimize the maximum
electric field. The competitive nature of our exhaustive search approach, combined with the
practicality of our results in the form of an appendix, makes our findings applicable and
beneficial for industry practitioners. These findings not only contribute to the existing body of
knowledge but also assist in the development of efficient solutions for high-voltage power
transmission systems in accordance with industry standards. To sum up, in this research,
an attempt was made to provide valuable insights into the impact of grading ring design
parameters on the electric field distribution, which can inform future optimization efforts
and aid in the development of more effective solutions for ensuring the reliable and efficient
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operation of high-voltage power transmission systems. We intend to conduct experimental
studies to investigate the effect of the mentioned parameters on the electric field in laboratories.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a corona ring design with
R = 80 mm, a variable r, and a variable H.

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 20 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 25 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 30 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 35 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

80–20–50 max E-field is
2.76 kV/cm

80–20–50 max E-field is
2.76 kV/cm

80–30–50 max E-field is
2.74 kV/cm

80–35–50 max E-field is
2.71 kV/cm

80–40–50 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

80–20–70 max E-field is
2.78 kV/cm

80–25–70 max E-field is
2.79 kV/cm

80–30–70 max E-field is
2.78 kV/cm

80–35–70 max E-field is
2.73 kV/cm

80–40–70 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

80–20–90 max E-field is
3.08 kV/cm

80–25–90 max E-field is
2.75 kV/cm

80–30–90 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

80–35–90 max E-field is
2.64 kV/cm

80–40–90 max E-field is
2.61 kV/cm

80–20–110 max E-field is
3.64 kV/cm

80–25–110 max E-field
is3.10 kV/cm

80–30–110 max E-field is
2.72 kV/cm

80–35–110 max E-field is
2.70 kV/cm

80–40–110 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

80–20–130 max E-field is
4.23 kV/cm

80–25–130 max E-field is
3.71 kV/cm

80–30–130max E-field is
3.25 kV/cm

80–35–130 max E-field is
2.85 kV/cm

80–40–130 max E-field is
2.60 kV/cm

Table A2. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a corona ring design with
R = 100 mm, a variable r, and a variable H.

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height

of the Corona Ring
from the Triple

Junction at a Tube
Radius of 20 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height

of the Corona Ring
from the Triple

Junction at a Tube
Radius of 25 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height

of the Corona Ring
from the Triple

Junction at a Tube
Radius of 30 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height

of the Corona Ring
from the Triple

Junction at a Tube
Radius of 35 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height

of the Corona Ring
from the Triple

Junction at a Tube
Radius of 40 mm

100–20–50, max E-field
is 2.69 kV/cm

100–25–50, max E-field
is 2.34 kV/cm

100–30–50 max E-field
is 2.32 kV/cm

100–35–50 max E-field
is 2.30 kV/cm

100–40–50 max E-field
is 2.27 kV/cm

100–20–70 max E-field
is 2.76 kV/cm

100–25–70 max E-field
is 2.33 kV/cm

100–30–70 max E-field
is 2.31 kV/cm

100–35–70 max E-field
is 2.26 kV/cm

100–40–70 max E-field
is 2.21 kV/cm

100–20–90 max E-field
is 3.04 kV/cm

100–25–90 max E-field
is 2.51 kV/cm

100–30–90 max E-field
is 2.24 kV/cm

100–35–90 max E-field
is 2.23 kV/cm

100–40–90 max E-field
is 2.22 kV/cm

100–20–110 max E-field
is 3.44 kV/cm

100–25–110 max E-field
is 2.92 kV/cm

100–30–110 max E-field
is 2.49 kV/cm

100–35–110 max E-field
is 2.23 kV/cm

100–40–110 max E-field
is 2.19 kV/cm

100–20–130 max E-field
is 3.89 kV/cm

100–25–130 max E-field
is 3.39 kV/cm

100–30–130 max E-field
is 2.97 kV/cm

100–35–130 max E-field
is 2.60 kV/cm

100–40–130 max E-field
is 2.27 kV/cm
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Table A3. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a corona ring design with
R = 120 mm, a variable r, and a variable H.

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 20 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 25 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 30 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 35 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

120–20–50 max E-field is
2.92 kV/cm

120–25–50 max E-field is
2.39 kV/cm

120–30–50 max is 2.00
kV/cm

120–35–50 max is 1.97
kV/cm

120–40–50 max is 1.94
kV/cm

120–20–70 max E-field is
2.90 kV/cm

120–25–70 max E-field is
2.39 kV/cm

120–30–70 max E-field is
1.96 kV/cm

120–35–70 max E-field is
1.90 kV/cm

120–40–70 max E-field is
1.88 kV/cm

120–20–90 max E-field is
3.06 kV/cm

120–25–90 max E-field is
2.56 kV/cm

120–30–90 max E-field is
2.14 kV/cm

120–35–90 max E-field is
1.92 kV/cm

120–40–90 max E-field is
1.90 kV/cm

120–20–110 max E-field is
3.33 kV/cm

120–25–110 max E-field is
2.84 kV/cm

120–30–110 max E-field is
2.43 kV/cm

120–35–110 max E-field is
2.08 kV/cm

120–40–110 max E-field is
1.86 kV/cm

120–20–130 max E-field is
3.67 kV/cm

120–25–130 max E-field is
3.20 kV/cm

120–30–130 max E-field is
2.80 kV/cm

120–35–130 max E-field is
2.44 kV/cm

120–40–130 max E-field is
2.13 kV/cm

Table A4. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a corona ring design with
R = 140 mm, a variable r, and a variable H.

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 20 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 25 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 30 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 35 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

140–20–50 max E-field is
3.09 kV/cm

140–25–50 max E-field is
2.59 kV/cm

140–30–50 max E-field is
2.17 kV/cm

140–35–50 max E-field is
1.82 kV/cm

140–40–50 max E-field is
1.70 kV/cm

140–20–70 max E-field is
3.02 kV/cm

140–25–70 max E-field is
2.53 kV/cm

140–30–70 max E-field is
2.12 kV/cm

140–35–70 max E-field is
1.84 kV/cm

140–40–70 max E-field is
1.66 kV/cm

140–20–90 max E-field is
3.10 kV/cm

140–25–90 max E-field is
2.62 kV/cm

140–30–90 max E-field is
2.22 kV/cm

140–35–90 max E-field is
1.88 kV/cm

140–40–90 max E-field is
1.63 kV/cm

140–20–110 max E-field is
3.28 kV/cm

140–25–110 max E-field is
2.82 kV/cm

140–30–110 max E-field is
2.42 kV/cm

140–35–110 max E-field is
2.08 kV/cm

140–40–110 max E-field is
1.79 kV/cm

140–20–130 max E-field is
3.54 kV/cm

140–25–130 max E-field is
3.08 kV/cm

140–30–130 max E-field is
2.70 kV/cm

140–35–130 max E-field is
2.36 kV/cm

140–40–130 max E-field is
2.06 kV/cm

Table A5. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a corona ring design with
R = 160 mm, a variable r, and a variable H.

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 20 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 25 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 30 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 35 mm

Electric Field with the
Change of the Height of

the Corona Ring from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

160–20–50 max E-field is
3.22 kV/cm

160–25–50 max E-field is
2.74 kV/cm

160–30–50 max E-field is
2.34 kV/cm

160–35–50 max E-field is
2.00 kV/cm

160–40–50 max E-field is
1.70 kV/cm

160–20–70 max E-field is
3.13 kV/cm

160–25–70 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

160–30–70 max E-field is
2.27 kV/cm

160–35–70 max E-field is
1.93 kV/cm

160–40–70 max E-field is
1.64 kV/cm

160–20–90 max E-field is
3.15 kV/cm

160–25–90 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

160–30–90 max E-field is
2.31 kV/cm

160–35–90 max E-field is
1.98 kV/cm

160–40–90 max E-field is
1.69 kV/cm

160–20–110 max E-field is
3.27 kV/cm

160–25–110 max E-field is
2.82 kV/cm

160–30–110 max E-field is
2.44 kV/cm

160–35–110 max E-field is
2.11 kV/cm

160–40–110 max E-field is
1.83 kV/cm

160–20–130 max E-field is
3.45 kV/cm

160–25–130 max E-field is
3.01 kV/cm

160–30–130 max E-field is
2.64 kV/cm

160–35–130 max E-field is
2.32 kV/cm

160–40–130 max E-field is
2.04 kV/cm
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Table A6. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a constant corona ring
with a height H = 50 mm, a variable r, and a variable R.

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 20 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 25 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 30 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 35 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 40 mm

80–20–50 max E-field is
2.76 kV/cm

80–20–50 max E-field is
2.76 kV/cm

80–30–50 max E-field is
2.74 kV/cm

80–35–50 max E-field is
2.71 kV/cm

80–40–50 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

100–20–50 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

100–25–50 max E-field is
2.34 kV/cm

100–30–50 max is 2.32
kV/cm

100–35–50 max E-field is
2.30 kV/cm

100–40–50 max E-field is
2.27 kV/cm

120–20–50 max E-field is
2.92 kV/cm

120–25–50 max E-field is
2.39 kV/cm

120–30–50 max E-field is
2.00 kV/cm

120–35–50 max E-field is
1.97 kV/cm

120–40–50 max E-field is
1.94 kV/cm

140–20–50 max E-field is
3.09 kV/cm

140–25–50 max E-field is
2.59 kV/cm

140–30–50 max E-field is
2.17 kV/cm

140–35–50 max E-field is
1.82 kV/cm

140–40–50 max E-field is
1.68 kV/cm

160–20–50 max E-field is
3.22 kV/cm

160–25–50 max E-field is
2.74 kV/cm

160–30–50 max E-field is
2.34 kV/cm

160–35–50 max E-field is
2.00 kV/cm

160–40–50 max E-field is
1.70 kV/cm

Table A7. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a constant corona ring
with a height H = 70 mm, a variable r, and a variable R.

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 20 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 25 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 30 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 35 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 40 mm

80–20–70, max E-field is
2.78 kV/cm

80–25–70 max E-field is
2.79 kV/cm

80–30–70 max E-field is
2.78 kV/cm

80–35–70 max E-field is
2.73 kV/cm

80–40–70 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

100–20–70, max E-field is
2.76 kV/cm

100–25–70 max E-field is
2.33 kV/cm

100–30–70 max E-field is
2.31 kV/cm

100–35–70 max is 2.26
kV/cm

100–40–70 max E-field is
2.21 kV/cm

120–20–70 max E-field is
2.90 kV/cm

120–25–70 max E-field is
2.39 kV/cm

120–30–70 max E-field is
1.96 kV/cm

120–35–70 max E-field is
1.90 kV/cm

120–40–70 max E-field is
1.88 kV/cm

140–20–70 max E-field is
3.02 kV/cm

140–25–70 max E-field is
2.53 kV/cm

140–30–70 max is 2.12
kV/cm

140–35–70 max E-field is
1.84 kV/cm

140–40–70 max E-field is
1.66 kV/cm

160–20–70 max E-field is
3.13 kV/cm

160–25–70 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

160–30–70 max E-field is
2.27 kV/cm

160–35–70 max E-field is
1.93 kV/cm

160–40–70 max E-field is
1.64 kV/cm

Table A8. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a constant corona ring
with a height H = 90 mm, a variable r, and a variable R.

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 20 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 25 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 30 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 35 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 40 mm

80–20–90, max E-field is
3.08 kV/cm

80–25–90 max E-field is
2.75 kV/cm

80–30–90 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

80–35–90 max E-field is
2.64 kV/cm

80–40–90 max E-field is
2.61 kV/cm

100–20–90 max E-field is
3.04 kV/cm

100–25–90 max E-field is
2.51 kV/cm

100–30–90 max E-field is
2.24 kV/cm

100–35–90 max E-field is
2.23 kV/cm

100–40–90 max E-field is
2.22 kV/cm

120–20–90 max E-field is
3.06 kV/cm

120–25–90 max E-field is
2.56 kV/cm

120–30–90 max E-field is
2.14 kV/cm

120–35–90 max E-field is
1.92 kV/cm

120–40–90 max E-field is
1.90 kV/cm

140–20–90 max E-field is
3.10 kV/cm

140–25–90 max E-field is
2.62 kV/cm

140–30–90 max E-field is
2.22 kV/cm

140–35–90 max E-field is
1.88 kV/cm

140–40–90 max E-field is
1.63 kV/cm

160–20–90 max E-field is
3.15 kV/cm

160–25–90 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

160–30–90 max E-field is
2.31 kV/cm

160–35–90 max E-field is
1.98 kV/cm

160–40–90 max E-field is
1.69 kV/cm
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Table A9. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a constant corona ring
with a height H = 110 mm, a variable r, and a variable R.

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 20 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 25 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 30 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 35 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
fixing Its Height from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

80–20–110 max E-field is
3.64 kV/cm

80–25–110 max E-field is
3.10 kV/cm

80–30–110 max E-field is
2.72 kV/cm

80–35–110 max E-field is
2.70 kV/cm

80–40–110 max E-field is
2.66 kV/cm

100–20–110, max E-field is
3.44 kV/cm

100–25–110 max E-field is
2.92 kV/cm

100–30–110 max E-field is
2.49 kV/cm

100–35–110 max E-field is
2.23 kV/cm

100–40–110 max E-field is
2.19 kV/cm

120–20–110 max E-field is
3.33 kV/cm

120–25–110 max E-field is
2.84 kV/cm

120–30–110 max E-field is
2.43 kV/cm

120–35–110 max E-field is
2.08 kV/cm

120–40–110 max E-field is
1.86 kV/cm

140–20–110 max E-field is
3.28 kV/cm

140–25–110 max E-field is
2.82 kV/cm

140–30–110 max E-field is
2.42 kV/cm

140–35–110 max E-field is
2.08 kV/cm

140–40–110 max E-field is
1.79 kV/cm

160–20–110 max E-field is
3.27 kV/cm

160–25–110 max E-field is
2.82 kV/cm

160–30–110 max E-field is
2.44 kV/cm

160–35–110 max E-field is
2.11 kV/cm

160–40–110 max E-field is
1.83 kV/cm

Table A10. Values of the maximum electric field on the insulator surface for a constant corona ring
with a height H = 130 mm, a variable r, and a variable R.

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 20 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
Fixing Its Height from
the Triple Junction at a
Tube Radius of 25 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
fixing Its Height from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 30 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
fixing Its Height from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 35 mm

Max Value of the E-Field
with the Change of the

Corona Ring Radius and
fixing Its Height from the
Triple Junction at a Tube

Radius of 40 mm

80–20–130 max E-field is
4.23 kV/cm

80–25–130 max E-field is
3.71 kV/cm

80–30–130 max E-field is
3.25 kV/cm

80–35–130 max E-field is
2.85 kV/cm

80–40–130 max E-field is
2.60 kV/cm

100–20–130 max E-field is
3.89 kV/cm

100–25–130 max E-field is
3.39 kV/cm

100–30–130 max E-field is
2.97 kV/cm

100–35–130 max E-field is
2.60 kV/cm

100–40–130 max E-field is
2.27 kV/cm

120–20–130 max E-field is
3.67 kV/cm

120–25–130 max E-field is
3.20 kV/cm

120–30–130 max E-field is
2.79 kV/cm

120–35–130 max E-field is
2.44 kV/cm

120–40–130 max E-field is
2.13 kV/cm

140–20–130 max E-field is
3.54 kV/cm

140–25–130 max E-field is
3.08 kV/cm

140–30–130 max E-field is
2.69 kV/cm

140–35–130 max E-field is
2.36 kV/cm

140–40–130 max E-field is
2.06 kV/cm

160–20–130 max E-field is
3.45 kV/cm

160–25–130 max E-field is
3.01 kV/cm

160–30–130 max E-field is
2.64 kV/cm

160–35–130 max E-field is
2.32 kV/cm

160–40–130 max E-field is
2.04 kV/cm
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